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Goal

My goal is to show that diet and type of exercise is important for 
gaining muscle and create diet and training plan for a week. Make 
video with recipe for protein shake. 



Why I chose this project 

I chose this project since I'm interested in going to the gym and eating healthy. I 
wanted to choose a project that will match my passion to make my work more 
interesting. I want to show people that its good idea to start eating healthy and show 
advantages connected with it. 



 Day of my work 

I visited gym where I’m attending and asked trainer about exercises 
that we should do. How we should plan our training and how much 
rest do we need between exercises. I also asked about influence of 
regeneration our body. Finally I made some notes and went to home 
to make research about gym diet. 



Why diet and type of exercise is important 
for gaining muscle 

When we don't get enough proteins it is impossible to gain muscle mass.

If we don’t get enough carbohydrates we don’t have energy for training so it will be less effective

To build muscle mass, we need to exceed our caloric deficit.

When we are not eating enough calories we will not get our effects erased.

When we overtrain our muscles they are not rebuilding properly. We can get injured and slow down the muscle process.

When we have enough regeneration our muscles will use their potential for creating new tissues.  

If we use to light weights our muscles will not be fully affected by a training  



My product   diet plan 



My product     exercise plan 



My product   video of making protein shake

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1u6TfIKKHcezn_PLO71ibadj_DF81MLqT/preview


What skills I used 

searching skills

my own knowledge 



What was the hardest part of my project 

making video 

making training plan 

finding not boring diet 
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